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vaccine

dose and
When needed

P
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E-mail

medical screenings – No. 1 health
goal for everybody every year.
meet
eet with your health care proprovider and, together, make a plan
for routine exams.

you can use this handy wallet card
you
to record and track your medical
exams and immunizations. Enter
test results and follow-up checks,
such as blood pressure and blood
sugar numbers.
Keep your vital
signs in mind.
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Screening & Vaccine Guide
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address
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My Personal

t
tetanusdiphtheriaPertussis

Every 10 years,
or as advised.

influenza
nfluenza

Every year, or as
advised.

(flu)
(f
lu)

Pneumococcal

1 dose, at 65 and older
or earlier if at risk.

Zoster

1 dose, at 60 and older.

received

®

{date}

(shingles)
(s
hingles)

hepatitis
epatitis a

2 doses if at risk,
as advised.

hepatitis b
hepatitis

3 doses if at risk,
as advised.

human
h
uman
Papillomavirus

3 doses, previously
unvaccinated women
through age 26.

measles,
mumps,
Rubella

1 or 2 doses if at risk,
as advised.

Varicella

2 doses if at risk,
as advised.

(chickenpox)

meningitis

Health screening
creening
guide
uide & tracker

1 or more doses if at
risk, as advised.

source: cdc. Recommendations are subject to change (www.cdc.gov/
vaccines/default.htm). foreign travel may require additional immunizations.
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Screenings for Women or Men

breast cancer

starting at 40
or as advised.

test/exam

stds
Prostate
cancer

ass advised.

starting
s
tarting at 50
or as advised.

When needed

Best range
range

as advised.
as
ass advised.
a

18.5-24.9
below 35 inches (women)
below
below 40 inches (men)
below

cholesterol
cholesterol

date/results
date/
d
ate/ esults

sources: acs, Nof.
of
of.
as advised:
dvised: Consult your health care provider if you have symptoms or special risks, such as family history, for these conditions.

date/results

Every 5 years, starting at 20.

total
t
otal
hdl Women
hdl men
men
ldl
triglycerides
riglycerides

date/results
esults

date/results

obesity

(in inches)

starting at 21
or as advised.

When needed

test/exam

P
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at 65 or earlier
as advised.

men only

Screenings for Everyone
body mass index
Waist measure
easure

at 25 or younger
and sexually
active or as
advised.

osteoporosis

cervical
cancer

date/results

M

(stds)

date/results

dose and
frequency

A

sexually
transmitted
diseases

When needed

drug
name
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test/exam
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Women only

blood Pressure
blood

below
b
elow 200
above 50
above
above 40
above
below 100
below
below 150
below

check annually.
check

systolic
s
ystolic
diastolic
diastolic

below 120
below 80

diabetes
diabetes

blood sugar

hiV
dental, Eye
and hearing
colorectal cancer
skin cancer

starting at 40.

below 100 (fasting)

as advised.

N/
N/a

as advised.

N/
N/a

starting at 50 or as advised.

N/
N/a

as advised.

N/
N/a

sources: acs, ada, aha, cdc and NcEP.
as advised: Consult your health care provider if you have symptoms or special risks, such as family history, for these conditions.

Reviewed march 2010.

Fitness With the METs
per day (this may take time). Use a pedometer,
a mobile app or simply calculate mileage. Track
your progress.

Tackle a Trail™. National,
state and local parks offer
any number of trails that help
you earn badges or bragging
rights for completing a trail
hike or series of trails. Make it
an adventure!

Become a METs Fan. MET stands for
metabolic equivalent of task. You can use “MET
value” as a general guide for assessing your
activity level. Have some fun with this one, and
see how many METs Marks™ you can collect in
one week.

Popular Physical Activity
bicycling, 10-11.9 mph
aerobics, high impact
stationary bicycle
stretching
water aerobics
dancing, aerobics
dancing, square or swing
walking, 3.5 mph
running, 12 min mile
playing a game of basketball
jumping rope, slow
walking upstairs

METs
6
7
5.5
2.5
4
6.5
4.5
3.8
8
8
8
8

More Physical Activity
bathing the dog
carrying groceries upstairs
washing the car
carrying buckets of maple syrup
playing with children, walking
carpentry, building a fence
painting the house
croquet
table tennis/ping pong
roller skating
raking the lawn

METs
3.5
7.5
3
5
4
6
5
2.5
4
7
4.3

Virtually No Physical Activity
lying awake in bed
reclining, reading
attending meetings, sitting
sitting and talking

METs
1
1
1.5
1.5

M

~ Expert Advice ~
Cardio caution: To ensure that you’re not
overdoing it, you should be able to carry on
a conversation without being too winded.
But if you can easily sing a song, then pick
up your pace.

S
A

Strength building note: Proper form
during strength building is important to
help prevent back pain or injury. If you use
a gym, ask for guidelines from the staff
trainer. Otherwise, don’t try to lift more
weight than you can handle ... breathe
through your movements ... and lift and
lower weights in slow, controlled motions.

Stretch matters: While people tend to
get active with some level of aerobics,
stretching can fall by the wayside.
Stretching is needed for better range
of motion, to release tension and to
help prevent injury. Hold a stretch while
exhaling, don’t stretch a muscle too far,
and don’t bounce. Hold a stretch for 10-30
seconds.

Maximize
Your

Exercise

LE

10k a Day. Set a goal to take 10,000 steps

MET is a way to compare the amount of
exertion required for different activities. At
rest, the body uses one MET for basic functions
such as breathing. You know how you spend
most of your waking hours. Work higher MET
values into your week (with your doctor’s OK).

P

3 Fitness Challenges

Live well, live actively ...
for top health and wellness.

This brochure is intended to promote healthy habits. It is not intended
as a substitute for medical advice or professional care. Before making
significant changes to your exercise level, consult your doctor or
health care provider, especially if you are managing a health
condition. © 2012 Oakstone® Publishing, LLC, dba Personal Best®.
All rights reserved. R0312
BHW24821

3 Ways to Work Out

Regular exercise provides an amazing
array of health benefits — reducing stress
and your risk of heart disease and other
health conditions, as well as keeping
your body strong and fit. Perhaps you’ve
already added exercise to your life, but
did you know that a well-rounded
routine consists of three
types of exercise?

You need:
Aerobic exercise
for conditioning
your cardiovascular
system (heart, lungs
and blood vessels),
strength building for
muscle, and stretching for
improved flexibility and mobility.

to

Work Out

u Cardio or Aerobic Activity
Aerobic activity truly maximizes your exercise
and boosts heart health! It strengthens and
conditions your heart, lungs and vascular system
to better deliver oxygen, nutrients and disease
fighters to all parts of your body.
aerobic machine.

ą Add speed and intensity gradually.
ą Alternate your activities for variety
and to prevent overuse injuries.

v Strength Building

Call it strength training or weight training … this
type of exercise builds muscle mass, increases
metabolism and helps improve physique.
Strength training also protects bones, ligaments
and tendons and helps you do everyday physical
tasks with ease.
For convenience:
Try exercise bands or hand weights. Traditional
exercises, such as crunches, curls, push-ups and
chin-ups, help too.
Targets:
ąŗYour abdominal muscles. Strengthening your
body’s core muscles helps relieve your back and
improve your posture.
ąŗYour legs, arms and back against resistance.
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Adults aged 18-65 need at least
30 minutes of moderate-intensity
exercise five days a week OR 20 minutes
of vigorous-intensity exercise three days
a week. During moderate-intensity aerobic
activities, your heart rate rises but you are
still able to talk normally. With vigorousintensity aerobic activities such as
jogging, your heart pumps even faster
and you burn more calories in less time.

Check with your health care provider
before you begin a new program.
This is especially important if you have a
chronic condition, such as back pain, arthritis
or high blood pressure. Certain activities may
suit you better than others.

ą Try walking, swimming or riding a stationary

M

Exercise Rx at a Glance
Aerobic Activity

3 Ways

Exercise

LE

Your

P

Maximize

ąŗTen or so exercises (per target area) using a
resistance that is hard to repeat 10 times.

w Stretching

As people get older, they tend to lose flexibility.
Stretching improves flexibility and mobility.
However, it’s best when your muscles are warm.

ą If you don’t have time for a formal stretching
routine, gently stretch after your shower or
after soaking in a hot bath that has warmed
your muscles.

ą Try yoga. This popular practice involves
controlled breathing and holding various
positions for flexibility, strength and
coordination. The stretches are generally
simple and designed to relax your muscles
and help you feel calm. Be aware, though, that
yoga can cause injury and damage. Yoga is
meant to be a stress-less experience, so be
careful and take it easy.

Strength Building

Aim for two or three times a
week with 48 hours between
sessions when training one muscle area.

Stretching

Take at least five to 10 minutes to
stretch every day, after aerobic exercise
when your muscles are warm and supple.
Your body can also benefit from gentle
stretching after a hot bath or shower.

Guidelines for older adults
and people with chronic
conditions such as arthritis
are posted at www.acsm.org.
Also, learn about your target
heart rate and get the green
light before significantly
raising your exercise level.

Weekend Warriors: Listen Up
Regular exercise and a physically active
lifestyle provide more health benefits than
occasional exercise at high intensity. In
fact, you’re at greater risk for pain, strain
and injury when you hit it hard sporadically.
So get active often — your way. To stay
motivated: Exercise with a friend and track
your progress in a journal.

On a Positive Note ...
Some Stress Is Good

Manage Everyday

LE

“Good” stress, called eustress, is vital
to performing your best. When you feel
motivated to work hard, excel, win or
get ahead, you’re experiencing eustress.
However, when those feelings take over
your life in a negative way,
health problems can result.
Don’t aim to live a stress-free
life. Instead, learn to be
happy, confident and
satisfied with who you are.

21 Ways to

Stress
Less
at Work

Proven Stress Relievers for Work & Home

ą

Feel in charge of your success. Find
the higher calling that brings out your best.
Look at change as new opportunity.

ą Build your skills. The more competent

and confident you feel, the less stress you will
experience.

ą

Set aside worry time. If you’re troubled
by a situation, stop dwelling on it and make an
appointment with yourself to resolve it later.

ą Count to 10. When something makes you

M

Knowing the early signs of too much stress
can help you take steps to control it before
it controls you. Are you suffering from any of
these possible stress-related symptoms?

ą

Take a peaceful lunch break. Spend
time reading or thinking soothing thoughts.

P

When to Get Help for Stress

........ Restlessness and anxiety ........
........ Inability to concentrate ........
........ Trouble falling asleep ........

........ Lack of appetite or overeating ........
........ Nightmares ........

........ Persistent fatigue ........

angry, give your body time to defuse before
you react (and regret it).

ą

Move forward. Don’t rehash past negative
situations or vent anger. Look at tomorrow as a
new day.

ą Deal with traumatic events. If you

work in a dangerous or especially stressful
field, talk with a counselor or other professional
to help manage stress.

S
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........ Depression ........
........ Indigestion ........

........ Teeth grinding ........

ą Take your vacation. Time off can boost
your motivation, morale and happiness.

........ Tension headaches ........
........ Heart palpitations ........
........ Muscle spasms ........

........ Persistent backache ........

note:

........ Trembling or shaking ........

These signs can also signal other medical
problems. If stress is producing symptoms like
these on a regular basis, then stress likely is
hurting your health and you need help.

Stress

Bottom line: Everyone copes with stress
differently. What works to relieve stress for
others may not work for you. Keep trying
different healthy ways until you find what
works best.

This brochure is intended to promote healthy habits. It is not
intended as a substitute for medical advice or professional care.
Before making significant changes to diet or exercise, consult
your health care provider, especially if you are managing a health
condition. © 2012 Oakstone® Publishing, LLC, dba Personal Best®.
All rights reserved. R 0312
BHW20521

21 Ways to Manage
Everyday Stress

10. Get involved. Being

2. Move more. Regular exercise releases

11. Avoid rushing. Leave earlier to arrive

tense muscles and relaxes your mind. How
active are you
really? Be active
your way ... 30
minutes or more
each day.

on time for meetings and other commitments.

12. Stop procrastinating. Make a list of
the top five tasks you need to complete today.
Focus on them when your energy is high.

3. Eat “well.”

system of family, friends, co-workers or a
mental health counselor to help find solutions.

4. Plan ahead. If a stressful event is coming
up, prepare for it. Plan your coping strategies ...
line up support ... rehearse it.
5. Cut back on caffeine. Caffeine works
on the body much like stress, raising heart rate
and blood pressure, and revving up the body
and mind. Better: Drink more water instead of
caffeinated beverages during stressful times.

6. Relax your body. Once a day, tense and
then slowly relax each muscle
group from your head to toes.

S
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Trouble is, your mind and body can’t
tolerate high levels of stress for long
periods. Living in a prolonged state
of “red alert” can leave you feeling
burned out and can make you more
vulnerable to illness.

7. Relax your mind. Take
a mental time-out for 15-20
minutes daily. Meditate ...
daydream ... listen to music —
what’s best for you?
8. Take an imaginary vacation. Close

Think of stress as a form of
off-key mind music. You can
adjust the volume or turn it off.

with and helping others keeps
you from blowing your own
problems out of proportion.
Ideas: Join a committee or group, or volunteer.

LE

What’s one thing we all do every day? Eat.
Nourish your body and control portions with
small servings.

M

People usually feel stress as tension,
fear or pressure. Physically, stress
causes your heart to race and your
muscles to tighten, and you become
pumped up, ready for anything.
This is a useful response during an
emergency when you need to act fast.
But when you’re stuck in traffic, sitting
in a meeting or lying in bed trying to
sleep, your thoughts can trigger stress,
which causes your body and mind to
race needlessly.

1. Sleep well. Lack of sleep decreases your
ability to handle stress. Your target: Try to
get 7-9 hours of uninterrupted sleep. If sleep
problems persist, talk to your health care
provider.

P

please
remain calm

Raise your awareness
of the danger signs
of stress.

your eyes and picture a quiet scene ... on a
mountain ... in a meadow ... by the ocean.

9. Maximize your energy. Schedule your
most difficult work for when you’re rested and
alert.

13. Talk it out. Use your personal support

14. Blow off steam. Release tension in
healthy ways. Go for a jog, write down your
worries or try a new hobby.
15. Breathe out stress.
Take a deep breath all the
way down to your belly button
and exhale slowly.

16. Laugh. It’s a great way
to release stress, and it gives
your heart and lungs a mini
aerobic workout.

17. Change negative self-talk.
Reverse “I can’t do anything right” to “I can.”

18. Spoil yourself. See a play ... get a
massage ... stop to smell the roses.
19. Be thankful. At the end of each day,
list the good things that happened. You’ll be
surprised at how much went right.
20. Get help if you need it. Talk to your
health care provider or professional counselor
if you’re unable to control stress.
21. Accept change. Consider change as a
natural state that presents opportunities.

Start With Simple Swaps
Try these:

Brown rice, oats, pot
Reﬁned grains
quinoa, millet,
Many
ingredients
are accustomed
to using
(white
bread, youbarley,
oats,
whole-grain
pasta,
when
may be high in saturated
fat,
ﬂour,you
rice,cook
pasta)
whole-grain
rye
cholesterol and calories. Stock your pantry
with these healthier options. Carry this list on a
few trips to the market
until
making
healthier
Lean
meat,
chicken,
turkey,
fish,
tofu,
lowchoices becomes a habit.
Your
food
will
still
High-fat
beef
canned
or dried
taste
great,
and it willsodium
be healthier
too.
and other meats
beans such as lentils,
chickpeas or kidney
beans

This plan is endorsed as a way to lower high
blood pressure. Studies have shown that adults
following the DASH program lowered their
blood pressure dramatically, with better results
than those achieved with other eating plans.
DASH is cautious about fat, cholesterol, sodium,
sweets and added sugar — it’s rich in potassium,
magnesium and calcium, as well as protein
and fiber.

Mediterranean Diet

The Mediterranean approach includes very little
red meat, favoring fish more often, and suggests
an average of nine servings a day of antioxidantrich fruits and vegetables, in addition to more
foods from plant sources (breads and grains,
beans, nuts and seeds). Olive oil is suggested
as the principal fat (replacing other oils, butter
and margarine). Add to that other vital elements
... daily exercise, sharing meals with others, and
fostering a deep appreciation for the pleasures
of eating healthy and delicious foods.
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Berries, grapes, fat-free
yogurt, reduced-fat
whole-grain crackers,
baked tortilla chips,
low-fat popcorn

Fatty, salty
condiments

Vinegars (balsamic,
cider, or red or white
wine), herbs and spices,
assorted mustards,
or
nonfat plain yogurt
ucat
d
e
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t
r
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e
r
t
t
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Heart-Healthy

Eating

DASH Diet

M

High-fiber foods are nutrient-dense,
and soluble fiber may help prevent
heart disease. Add more fiber to your
diet by choosing whole grains instead
of refined grains (see swaps above),
and add more vegetables, fruits, beans,
peas and lentils.
Fatty, salty or
sugary snacks
(crackers, chips,
cookies, candy)

“Diets” Proven to Help

P

Instead of:

Some eating plans have been
studied, proven and endorsed for
their potential health benefits.

LE

Heart-Healthy
Substitutions

Make every food
count toward your
heart health and wellness.

This brochure is intended to promote healthy habits. It is not
intended as a substitute for medical advice or professional care.
Before making significant changes to diet or exercise, consult
your health care provider, especially if you are managing a health
condition. © 2012 Oakstone® Publishing, LLC, dba Personal Best®.
All rights reserved.
BHW25421

Love Your Heart With Every Meal

Aim for at least 2 cups of fruit per day and
2½ cups of vegetables per day. Leading
the list: blueberries, cantaloupe,
oranges, strawberries, sweet
potatoes, asparagus, broccoli,
red cabbage, spinach and
bell peppers.
Ideas: Make sure that
you have vegetables or fruit with every
breakfast, lunch, dinner and snack. Have
a salad blend of romaine lettuce and leaf
spinach at lunch. Keep a bowl of colorful
fruit within easy reach for snacks.
Tip: One serving size of a fruit
or vegetable is about
the size of a tennis ball,
so getting your daily
servings (the more,
the better) is easy.

Healthier 3
Fats, Less
Sodium

M

Heart disease is still
America’s No. 1 killer. One
of the best ways you can
boost your heart health
(and reduce your risk of
heart attack and stroke)
is to love your heart with
every meal. Don’t let
excuses like the ones
below stop you.

More Fruits and Vegetables

x I don’t want to give up the foods I love.
x I’m busy. Cooking healthy meals takes
too much time and effort.
x I don’t know how to make
healthy choices.
x I need healthy food ideas the
whole family will enjoy.

Dish Out Proper Portions

With today’s super-sized
portions and convenience
foods, it’s easy to overeat
foods such as meats, pasta,
dairy products, cereals and
snacks. Put a single serving
size into perspective with
these images:
Ping pong ball:
2 tablespoons peanut
butter, sour cream or
cream cheese
A standard deck of cards:
3 ounces of meat (picture
lean beef, pork and chicken)

Treat a hearthealthy eating plan like
any other new project.
Set a reasonable goal
for each week, make a
plan to reach that goal
and stick to it.

One important way to keep your heart
healthy is to cut back on saturated and
trans fat, and replace these fats with betterfor-you unsaturated fats. Choose fewer foods
that contain saturated and trans fat, such
as butter, lard, cream, shortening, fatty meat,
processed foods and deep-fried items.

S
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Do any of these reasons
keep you from eating right?

2
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The foods you eat play a big role in
high cholesterol, high blood pressure
and weight gain, which all work
against good heart health (at any age).
You don’t need to change everything
you eat at once. Take one step at a
time and you’ll soon be eating well —
and looking and feeling better too.

1
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A Heart-Healthy Diet:
It’s Easier Than You Think

Put “better fats” to work in your diet —
polyunsaturated and monounsaturated fats,
especially those that include omega-3 fatty
acids. Ideas: Cook with olive or canola
oil instead of butter or margarine.
Eat fish, such as cold-water
salmon, at least twice this
week. Add sliced avocado
to your sandwiches instead
of cheese. Sprinkle nuts or
ground flaxseed on your
salad instead of bacon bits.

1 cup

½ cup

½ cup

1 ounce
3 ounces

Best? Eat smaller amounts.
Use a measuring cup for foods
such as ice cream, cereals, and
cooked pasta and rice.

4

Check and Learn
From Food Labels

Key Areas to Compare

ą Calories per serving.
ą Fats: Choose foods that

get less than one-third
of their calories from fat.

ą Sodium: Seventy percent

of consumed salt comes
from packaged, processed and restaurant food.
Pick products with the lowest sodium (salt)
content per serving (aim for 140 mg or less)
by checking nutrition labels.

ą Fiber: Get at least 25-38 grams per day.
ą Sugars: Watch for high amounts of added

sugar. When you read the ingredients, sugar
may be listed as high-fructose corn syrup,
sucrose or glucose — but they all are sugar.
Natural sugar found in fruit and unflavored
dairy is not considered “added” sugar.

